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2012, Unity, the Great Pyramid, 911 and the Tarot cards
The purpose of this article is to show how the definition of unity, given below, together with the Tarot cards,
controls the events of history in general terms. In this way we can extrapolate the meaning of 2012.
Definition of Unity. The most powerful definition of unity is also a very simple one. It comes from the geometry of a right angle. The following geometric theorem gives us the connection between the number one and
the right angle.
The product of the gradients of two lines at right angles is -1

The 21st Tarot card, whose number is 20. It
is called Judgement and it means 'wake up'.
This is from the Rider Waite deck.
Courtesy: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:RWS_Tarot_20_
Judgement

The reader needs to know at this stage that a right angle is the geometric equivalent of unity, and that unity
is arithmetically connected to minus, as in ‘-1’.
The right angle also has the meaning of not or negation, because two lines at right angles have no component in the direction of the other. This means that the one line has no effect or influence on the other.
Meaning is created by combining these two definitions of unity. This is achieved when two numbers that
differ by one have meanings that are negations of each. For example, we have just seen that one means a
difference. As two and one differ by one, it means that two means the negation of one. Two therefore means
‘not a difference’ or the ‘same’. In the same way, three means ‘not the same’ or changing. Four then means ‘not
changing or fixed’. Following this process, we are assured that the meanings of numbers are in unity with
each other.
The letter ‘a’, being the first letter of the alphabet, symbolizes number 1. One also means negation as can be
seen in the words moral and ‘amoral’. By placing the ‘a’ in front of moral, we negate its meaning, as ‘amoral’
means ‘without a moral’.

Little did Martin Luther realise that he
was just acting out the Devil-Christ archetype, which is part of a cosmic programme, based on unity. As we live in a
world of illusion, we interpret unity incorrectly and view it as a conflict. So Luther
introduced conflict into religion instead of
unity. Courtesy of wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/6/61/Luther46
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The geometry that describes the symbolism
of unity with regard to the 21st century. Here
we see 911's importance to the waking up of
the Earth.
Note: Unity is symbolised by a right angle
coupled with a difference of one. Twenty and
21 differ by one. It's as simple as that.

But what does this have to do with 2012. Before we can answer this question, we need to go to the major
arcana of the Tarot cards, which are the symbols of universal archetypes. They are a brief description of the
ideas that are behind reality. Each Tarot card has two numbers. The first card, called the Fool, has been given
the number 0. So its two numbers are 0 and 1 (its ordinal number). The second card, the Magus, has been
given the number 1. So its two numbers are 1 and 2. This is important, because it is telling us that these cards
are symbols of unity, a difference of one. So each card in effect has two meanings.
Take a look at the ‘Death’ tarot card. It is the 14th card whose number is 13. It should therefore be a description of the 14th century. We all know about the Black Death of Europe, which began in 1349-50 in Europe.
By some estimates, it reduced the entire population by a third. It took decades for the situation to recover. It
was a mass extinction of note, exactly as the Tarot cards predicted. (Note: This is just one aspect of the meaning of the Black Death. This Tarot card actually means Death-Eternal Life. We live in a world of illusion where
we act out our separation from God. So instead of gaining knowledge of eternal life in the 14th century, we
see death because the negative side of the archetype has become real for us. It in fact is not real, but only a
teaching aid for us to understand eternal life.)
Let us consider the 16th card, called the Devil. But this card must have two meanings, of which the Devil is
only one. In effect the two meanings of this card are Devil and Christ, where the Devil and Christ are negations in meaning of each other. Together they symbolize religion. It is also saying that the numbers 15 and
16 are religious numbers. You can verify this by looking at the history of the 16th century, which are the years
from 1500 to 1600. In effect the 16th century is a combination of 1500 and 1600, its beginning and end numbers. If we use floating point arithmetic, we get 15 and 16. The greatest religious transformation that the
world had seen for at least 1500 years began in 1517, when Martin Luther pinned his 95 theses on the door
of a church in Wittenberg. It was a petition against the system of Indulgences associated with the Roman
Catholic Church. In 1533, Henry IIX also broke away from the Roman Catholic Church. The rest is history.
Each century has followed the same process prescribed by the appropriate Tarot card. This brings us to the
21st century, which is between the years 2000 and 2100. This makes its key numbers 20 and 21. Let us do
some basic geometric analysis associated with the numbers 20 and 21, by drawing two lines at right angles,
of lengths 20 and 21. These two numbers differ by one, which is why we must put them at right angles to
each other, because a right symbolizes ‘-1’, as we have discussed. This gives us a diameter of 29 exactly, and a
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circumference of 91.1. Keep these two numbers in mind.

The Great Pyramid is situated at the
centre of the Earth's land surface area.
Its co-ordinates of 31.13oE and 30oN
are telling us that it is the location upon
which the beginning and end dates of
the Mayan calendar, 3113 and 2012, are
focussing. The Great Pyramid as a ratio
of its distances between the south and
north poles is 0.666, a very prominent
number, in the 2 equations involving the
beginning and end dates of the Mayan
calendar, 3113 and 2012.

The number 2012 is just 20 and
21 pointing to a centre. The centre of 2012 is the nexus from
which the information required for
the unfolding of the 21st century
comes.
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The numbers 20, 21 and 29 all come from the archetypal diagram that unifies them. The number 276 is the numerical equivalent of the Hebrew words ‘rooa’ and ‘ oor’.
rooa - [wr – to sound as a trumpet – 276
oor – rw[ - rise quickly, to awake -276

3113 x 0.666 = 2073..........equation 2

(1)

B

276 x 21/20 = 290......equation 1

Here we see that 276 is connected to the awakening process, and 276 is a combination of the numbers 20, 21 and
29, which all come from the basic archetypal diagram of the 21st century. If you look at the 21st Tarot card, it is the
angel Gabriel blowing a trumpet. So you can see the connection with Hebrew words, archetypes and the Tarot
cards very clearly.
The whole purpose behind this waking up process is to get you ready for connection to the next Tarot card, which
kicks off officially in the 22nd century. It means World or Universe. We are being prepared to go cosmic, as it were.
During this century, we will slowly but surely be made aware of extra-terrestrials out there in the Universe. We may
even be introduced to a race or two. But the general entry into the universe at large, in my opinion and that of the
Tarot, is that this will only happen on a significant scale in the 22nd century.
We should look at the 22nd card as well because the 21st card is especially targeting the 22nd card. The 21st card is
a process of breaking down the wall that separates us from the universe at large, found in the 22nd Tarot card. This
will come in the form of many mind-blowing scientific discoveries that will eventually give us access to the universe at large.
One of the symbols for the last Tarot card is the equilateral triangle and its centre. The ratio that locates its centre is
0. 666.
Twenty twelve, 2012 , is just the numbers 20 and 21 pointing to the centre. It is therefore a focal point for this century and its overall goal of reaching the universe out there.
The Mayan calendar began in 3113 B.C. on August 13, and it ends on the 21st December 2012. Let us look at both
3113 and 2012 as this will assist us in understanding the meaning of 2012.

20.12

D

The 21st Tarot card whose number is 20 is traditionally called Judgment. What it really means, if you look at the
card, is ‘WAKING UP’. So the events of the 21st century are addressed primarily to a humanity that is fast asleep and
telling them its rise and shine time.
It all began with 911, an event that does not require much introduction. It certainly shook the people of the Earth
to the core, because that’s what its associated archetype is all about. But 911 is the circumference of the circle that
has 20 and 21 as its source or beginning. What is just as strange is the diameter of 29, because 29° of arc on the
Earth’s circumference is 2001 miles, if we use the polar circumference of the Earth, where 1° of arc is 69 miles. The
event 911 occurred in the year 2001. So it is all perfectly integrated by the numbers and geometry of unity. Even
Hebrew words echo the same sentiment, because Hebrew words and their associated numbers were constructed
around these archetypes. Consider carefully the following relevant equation.

C

The last Tarot card, called the Cosmos,
is ruled by Saturn, whose number is
3. One of its symbols is the equilateral
triangle. The centre of this triangle, O,
is found using the ratio of 2/3, or 0.666.
This is the centre that the year 2012 is
focused on, preparing the whole Earth
for entry into the cosmos in the 22nd
century.

In every aspect, this equation points symbolically to the centre of the equilateral triangle. This is the goal of 2012.
The date 3113 B.C, the beginning of the Mayan calendar, is also the exact location of the Great Pyramid in Egypt,
which is 31.13°E. The significant of this is that the Great Pyramid is at the centre of the Earth’s land surface area. The
coupling of 3113 and 0.666 in the equation therefore clearly shows us that we are dealing with the centre of the
equilateral triangle. The number 2073 is exactly 30o of arc. This is again point to the centre, because the centre of
the Earth’s land surface area, the Great Pyramid, is at a latitude of 30°N.
The purpose of the year 2012 is to release all the knowledge that will prepare the Earth for cosmic entry in the
22nd century
2012 x 3 = 1/1657 .........equation 3
On the surface of the Earth, 16570 miles is 0.666 times the Earth’s mean circumference. The number three here can
refer to both the latitude of the Great Pyramid, using floating point arithmetic (30oN), or the planet Saturn, which is
a symbol of the last Tarot card. In this way both 2012 and 3113, the extreme dates of the Mayan calendar, are unified in a very simple way.
So in summary, 2012 is a focal point that provides the incentive and knowledge to deal with the entire 21st century.
It’s focus is on the centre of the equilateral triangle, which is a symbol of the last Tarot card, called the Cosmos. So
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2012 gives us all the information to prepare humanity for complete entry into the cosmos in the 22nd century. 2012 may
have the appearance of being an end because it gives all the knowledge for an entire century. The rest of the century is just
an unfolding of this knowledge.

1 (actual)

The Great Pyramid is also 2/3 as a ratio of the distances between the south and north poles. This reinforces the reason for
666 (floating point) in the 2 equations (2 and 3) involving 2012.
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The diagram that says it all. Here
we see how the numbers 30 and
911 unify the actual and the symbolic. They undo the conflict in the
number 29. Thirty and 911 are
the central numbers of the '911'
event in 2001 (2001 miles is 29o
of arc), as Washington D.C and
NYC are 9o and 11 degrees north
of the 30o latitude.

It is quite clear that the number 30 plays a very important part in the unfolding of 2012 as the solution to the 21st century.
There is another very important reason for this and it comes from the most basic diagram that describes the unity of the
21st century. It's diameter is 29. The diameter is a symbol of the conflicted mind. The actual circumference is 91.1, which
means solution or resolution of conflict. Again, because we see reality in terms of conflict, 911 presents itself to us as a distaster and as an event that generates even more conflict. But 911 is the solution which in reality generates unity. Now put
your thinking cap on. The diameter always subtends a right angle at the circumference, and a right angle is the symbol for
'-1'. Therefore a diameter of 29 generates a symbolic circumference (solution) of 30, because 29 and 30 differ by one. This
means that 91.1 (actual circumference) and 30 (symbolic circumference) are equivalent or unified. This is such an important
idea. Now you are going to see something astounding, if you have been following me up till now.
Washington D.C and New York City, the locations for the event of 911, are 9° and 11° north of the 30°N latitude, the latitude
that goes through the Great Pyramid. Make sure you don't miss this. It shows how the numbers 30 and 911 are integrated,
numbers that are the symbolic and actual solutions to a diameter of 29. And 911 was at the beginning of the 21st century
(unity of 20 and 21, which means waking up), and 20 and 21 generate 911 in our basic diagram of unity.
One last thing to make you understand all this even better: Nine and 11 are part of the universal archetype that points to
the centre. This will be the topic of another article. So if the circumference of the '20-21' archetype is 91.1, then the centre
will be a significant part of the way that 20 and 21 are made one, as in the number 2012. So the 21st century is not mainly
about 9-11, but about 2012, because 2012 is 20 and 21 pointing to a centre.
There is another piece of information that will tie a neat ribbon and confirm all the details about September 11th. But first
make sure you understand the geometric logic behind the numbers 29 and 30 and 9-11.
The ratio of the distances of New York City and Washington D.C to the Great Pyramid is 29:30. So each piece of critical
information, both geometric (symbolic) and actual, is accomodated for in the events of September 11th in NYC and Washington D.C.
21 Feb 2012

The Great Pyramid is situated at the latitude 30o N. Here we see how the events of 11th September 2001 are an integration of the numbers 30 and 911. Both of these numbers resolve the
conflict (diameter) inherent in the number 29. Here we see the MILLAR principle at work (Misinterpreting illusion as Reality). Instead of realising that these numbers are in perfect unity, without
conflict, we misunderstand them and project a world of conflict. The very nature of the physical world is one of conflict, just look at Newton's 3rd Law. This means that the physical world is
a place of unresolved conflict, while the spiritual world is full of peace. The problem isn't George
Bush or the American government or the Illuminati. Its the conflicted mind that is operating behind the scenes, making us blame each other. Its important to know what you are up against.
So 30 is a central part of the harmony of what the 21st Century should be to us. It is found in the
numbers 911 and 2012, the end date of the Mayan Calendar. As 9-11 belongs to the 'centre' archetype, it is clear that 2012 is the centre or focus of the 21st Century (2000-2100).
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